
Ms McKenna 

2 Boyle and Hamilton Geography:  

Corona virus, just in case ...  class one - skills book page 80 - 83, complete all exercises.  class two - 

begin a new topic, the new topic is Climate Change, on page 212 of your book. Begin for about 10 

mins to organise the chapter i.e. cover page etc. 10 minutes of writing the learning intentions into 

your copy, and underlining your action verbs. 4 minutes of 'stop and jot' on what you already know 

or can associate with climate change. Skim and scan and identify key information from page 212 to 

get a definition of climate change.  class three - page 214 of your text book. You will interpret the 

graph and identify how global climate has changed throughout the years. And then you will 

represent this data on a timeline  class four - natural causes of climate change. page 215 - 216. Read 

through the information, identify the key pieces of information and then you will create a chart with 

the topic on the left and the details on right (split page)  class five - human causes of climate change. 

page 216 - 219. Repeat the actions above create a table/chart/split page with the topic on the left 

and explanation on the right  class six - implications (how it affects people and the world, animals 

etc) of climate change page 220 - 223. Read through the information under the headings and 

identify the key pieces of information. Put into your own words and represent through a heading 

and bullet points I would also like you, underneath each of the heading for implications there are 

diagrams or pictures. You must analyse and interpret the information from these pictures and add 

this information into your bullet points  class 7 and 8 - revise the new information AND to scaffold 

upon this information complete skills book pages 84 - 87 
 
3 McDonnell Geography: 
Take home your geography book, exam papers and hardback notes copies.  The Corona work if 
needed 5 classes class one - exam paper 2019 section 2 question 5 on refill pad page  class two - 
section one short questions 2013 (or next year that needs to be completed)  class three - revision 
chart/split page - create a revision chart for both OS maps - ie on one side 4 figure grid reference. 6, 
height above sea level, colours, contours, spot height, triangulation station, forest type, type of road, 
railways etc, anything you think needs to be added  class four - revision chart/split page - aerial 
photos, orientation, location, types of settlement ie nuclear etch, historical/functional settlement, 
bridging point, focus of routes, infrastructure, administrative, economic activity, season  class five - 
2009 paper section 2 question 5, the sketch map. HOWEVER, i want four other features of choice 
added in in addition to what is is requested  
 
 
TY Work: 
UNIT TWO RESOURCES: Project work that is due for this unit include: the two worksheets below the 
independent research on Gothic architecture and its key features named places in Dublin which 
exhibit these features sketch the key features of Gothic architecture  Georgian worksheet research 
the key features find places in Dublin that exhibit Georgian architecture produce a sketch map 

 

6 English: 

Your work for Corona days (if they happen) Below are each of the poems by the poet Durcan. You 

will undertake the following during each of the class allocated periods   Task one - blind reading or 

unseen. Read the poem and approach the poem as if it were an unseen poem, analysing and trying 

to identify, theme, tone, structure, audience, atmosphere, and literary techniques. Also think about 

the impact it has on you. Annotate as able  Task two - to read and analyse the notes that accompany 

the poems and go through and annotate the poems line by line. (as we do in class) You may if you 

wish, discuss on edmodo  Task three - using your workbook or your copy create a PQE chart for 



background influences, theme/issue and technique  You will follow this process for each of the 

poems. The time allocated below is approximate, but all must be complete.  Finally, when these 

poems and tasks are complete. Please complete ONE of poetry questions on pages 514 and 516 of 

your poetry book. class 1 and 2 - Parents class 3 and 4 - Sports class 5,6,7 - Father’s Day class 8 - 10 - 

Rosie Joyce Class 11 -13 - the three short poems 

 

 

6 Geography:  

 Corona virus work  you will be off for a total of 7 classes class 1 - 2013 - short questions answer and 

then go online and self-correct from the marking scheme  class 2- 3 - continue with your 

Geographical investigation. Complete your charted results. In addition complete a sketch map of the 

area you investigated and a small diagram of students undertaking the task  class 4-5 - complete 

results 1, - 4 as well as evaluation and conclusions. At this point you must EMAIL ME YOUR 

COMPLETED GI and I will correct and return for you to edit. 

 class 6 - from the document already attached previously, choose an essay question different from 

you first on the EU policy to answer  classes 7 - 8 - edit your Geographical investigation for final 

submission.  if finished your work before hand, use the time SENSIBLY and study and revise 

 

 

3 English: 

 12.3 english corona virus work  class one - the road not taken. Approach as an unseen poem. and try 

and identify the key techniques, and theme of the poem. Then using online resources use your 

research skills and research the meaning of the poem as well as the techniques present  class two - 

skills book , answer the multiple choice questions on pages 6 - 12 and revise key terms (like you 

would learn your spellings)  class three - sonnet - using your research skills, research what a sonnet 

is. What are key features of the sonnet.and write in chart in your copy. Then using Shall I compare 

thee , approach as an unseen poem and try and identify key themes and literary technique  Class 

four - create a chart/split page comparing and contrasting your studied drama Merchant of Venice 

and the sonnet Shall I compare Thee. Think of ways to compare ie structure, techniques. Remember 

to support and explain your answer  class five - mid term break . Approach as unseen poem. Use the 

poem and your understanding of the poem to write a diary entry as the student in the poem  class 

six - I will upload an annotated version of Mid term Break. Complete the annotation on your page  

class seven and eight - using skills book page 92 compare two of your studied poems and complete 

the chart 
 

 


